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Abstract: Spiral plate heat exchangers (SPHEs) are used in industrial applications due to their
enhanced thermal performance and tolerance to a soiled stream. The coupling of several SPHEs in
series might further improve performance in terms of the effectiveness parameter. In the present
study, a compact connection of several SPHE modules is proposed and investigated. For this
purpose, a numerical model for the prediction of the effectiveness parameter of a modular SPHE was
developed. The model predicted a 2.9% increase in the maximal effectiveness for a two-module SPHE
in comparison to a conventional single module SPHE. The temperature profiles of particular streams
within the two-module SPHE were predicted. The improved thermal performance and compactness
of the modular SPHE configuration observed is advantageous for space-constrained applications.

Keywords: spiral plate; heat exchanger; modular configuration; thermal model; effectiveness

1. Introduction

The spiral type of heat exchanger is applied in many types of process industry due to
a number of positive features of its design. Improved compactness of the exchanger arises
from an enhanced heat transfer coefficient in curved channels. Applications in the chemical
process industry are enabled by the single channel design of the SPHE and its resistance to
fouling. The low thermal leakage to the ambient environment and the ability of SPHEs to
absorb thermal dilatation are advantageous for high temperature applications.

Minton [1] provided a comprehensive set of correlation formulae for the heat trans-
fer coefficient and the pressure drop for various SPHE configurations, which are po-
tentially useful in the preliminary stages of heat exchanger design. Studies by Picón-
Núñez [2] and Shirazi et al. [3] focused on SPHE design utilizing available pressure
heads for particular applications.

Bidabadi et al. [4] made use of developed thermal correlations for the dedicated
optimization of SPHE performance and reduction in costs.

Bes and Roetzel [5–7] used Laplace transformation and Hermite polynomials to pro-
vide a solution for the SPHE energy balance equation and prediction of the effectiveness
parameter. Bounopane, Troupe [8], Strenger et al. [9] and Nguyen and San [10] applied
numerical integration and numerical solution tools on the resulting system of differen-
tial equations for SPHE performance prediction. Computer algebra systems were used
in studies by Target et al. [11] and Burmeister [12] to determine closed formulae, which
could offer theoretical tools for the study of the heat transfer performance of SPHEs Djord-
jević et al. [13] built a 3D numerical model and used a commercial CFD solver for the
investigation of the wall heat transfer coefficient.

The present study proposes a compact, serial thermal coupling of several SPHEs. This
configuration is designed to improve the thermal performance of the resulting modular
SPHE design. A numerical model for the modular SPHE was developed to predict the heat
transfer effectiveness parameter.
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Although similar numerical models have been presented in other studies, to the
author’s knowledge, no application of the modular SPHE configuration has been presented
to date.

Moreover, there is a subtle difference in the mathematical formulation that is used
in the present model compared to those provided in previous reports. The main aim of
the study was to investigate the heat transfer effectiveness parameter as a function of the
number of spiral turns and the stream temperature profiles in a two-module SPHE.

The modular design proposed is suitable for constrained space applications and
production processes in which there are restrictions, e.g., the injection of high conductivity
plastic materials.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Geometry Model

The usual SPHE configuration consists of one layer, here referred to as a module,
of double spiral walls, which create two separate channels for the hot and cold streams.
The hot stream enters the central core of the exchanger and the cold stream is introduced
at the periphery of the studied SPHE (Figure 1a). This stream configuration provides a
counter flow of streams.

The other SPHE configuration investigated in the study is a two-module SPHE. It
is composed of two one-module SPHEs connected in series with a counterflow stream
configuration (Figure 1b). The two modules of the exchanger are connected by a shared
end wall with openings at the peripheries of the hot and cold channels, respectively, which
allows for their shortest possible serial connection.
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Figure 1. Schematic configurations of SPHE: (a) Single module SPHE. (b) Two-module SPHE.

The heat exchanging spiral walls are configured such that the stream channels start
and end at the same angle, thus producing the same number of turns, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. SPHE channel geometry configuration and depicted model parameters.
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The wall geometry of the SPHE investigated is composed of an Archimedean spiral,
defined by equation

r = aφ + rs, (1)

where φ—the angular coordinate, rs—the starting radius of a spiral (at φ = 0), and a—the
parameter of the Archimedean spiral defined by a = w/π, with w being the width of the
hot and cold channels, respectively.

The differential length of the spiral arc heat transfer surface area is expressed by

dl =

√
r2 +

(
dr
dφ

)2
dφ =

√
r2 + a2 dφ. (2)

Utilizing Equation (1), introducing the turn number coordinate from the spiral start ϕ = φ
2π ,

relative to the spiral starting radius parameter zs =
rs

2πa , the differential arc length of the
spiral, starting at a radius of rs, is represented by

dl = 4 π2 a

√
(ϕ + zs)2 +

1
4 π2 dϕ. (3)

The numerical model developed here was compared to the results published for the
geometry by Strenger et al. [9], as shown in Figure 3a. The results for a two-module (2M)
SPHE, with an equivalent surface area, are presented. The equivalent 2M SPHE is shown
in Figure 3b in comparison to the SPHE geometry provided by Strenger et al. [9].

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Investigated SPHE geometry configurations: (a) Configuration investigated by
Strenger et al. [9], Nt = 8.75. (b) Two-module SPHE geometry with equivalent area to the SPHE of
Strenger et al. [9], Nt = 5.6.

2.2. Mathematical Model

The thermal model of the SPHE is based on the following assumptions:

• steady state performance of the SPHE
• no heat loss to the ambient environment through the inner and outer surfaces and the

exchanger end walls
• neglected axial conduction in the SPHE
• the middle surface of the spiral walls is considered as a heat transfer area between the

hot and cold channels
• neglected variation in the stream’s thermal properties for both streams.

The application of the energy balance on the SPHE control volume, defined by the
angular section dφ, and the application of the assumption leads to:
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CH dTH = Uin dAH,in (TC,in − TH) + Uou dAH,ou (TC,ou − TH),
−CC dTC = Uin dAC,in (TH,in − TC) + Uou dAC,ou (TH,ou − TC),

(4)

where: TH,C—the hot and cold stream temperatures, respectively, CH,C—the thermal ca-
pacitance rate of the hot and cold streams, respectively, Uin,ou—the overall heat transfer
coefficient between the evaluated channel and the inner and outer channels, respectively,
dAH,C,in,ou—the differential heat transfer middle spiral surface towards the neighboring
inner and outer walls of the hot and cold channels, respectively, and TH,C,in,ou—the temper-
ature in the neighboring inner and outer hot and cold streams, respectively.

Making use of Equation (3) for differential area evaluation and introducing the follow-
ing non-dimensional parameters:

uin =
Uin
U

, uou =
Uou

U
, C∗

H =
CH

Cmin
, tH =

(TH − TC,1)

(TH,1 − TC,1)
,

where: U—the SPHE average overall heat transfer coefficient, TC,H,1—the inlet temperature
of the hot and cold streams, respectively, Cmin—the minimal thermal capacitance rate,
Equation (5) are obtained for the hot and cold streams at an intermediate part of the SPHE

dtH
dϕ = NTU 4 π2 a

C∗
H Lt

[
uin

√(
ϕ + zH,s − 1

4

)2
+ 1

4 π2 (tC,in − tH) + uou

√(
ϕ + zH,s +

1
4

)2
+ 1

4 π2 (tC,ou − tH)

]
,

dtC
dϕ = − NTU 4 π2 a

C∗H
Cr Lt

[
uin

√(
ϕ + zC,s − 1

4

)2
+ 1

4 π2 (tH,in − tC) + uou

√(
ϕ + zC,s +

1
4

)2
+ 1

4 π2 (tH,ou − tC)

]
,

(5)

where in Equation (5): NTU—the SPHE total number of transfer units, and Lt—the total
length of the double spiral.

The Equation (5) are valid for inner and outer turns of the SPHE, without a neighboring
channel for heat exchange, with uin,ou = 0 for the respective spiral turns.

The boundary conditions for Equation (5) are: TH(ϕ = 0) = 1, and TC(ϕ = ϕe) = 0,
where ϕe is the angular coordinate of the cold channel inlet.

The assessment of the two-module SPHE is based on a performance prediction for the
coupled heat exchangers connected in series in a counterflow configuration with Cr = 1.
The relation between the total and the individual module effectiveness of a two-module
SPHE stated in Roetzel, Spang [14] is

εt

1 − εt
=

nm ε

1 − ε
, (6)

where: εt—the total effectiveness of a two-module SHE, ε—the individual effectiveness of
a one-module SPHE, and nm—the number of modules.

2.3. Numerical Model

A finite difference method with an upwind scheme was used to discretize Equation (5)
in the present study. The resulting system of algebraic equations were solved using the
Gauss–Seidel relaxation technique. The convergence criteria are given by a reduction in
the non-dimensional temperature change between the subsequent iterations by less than
1 × 10−7.

A mesh independence study showed no significant change in the results for a density
of 160 nodes per half turn of the spiral channel.

The first-order accuracy of the implemented scheme was compensated by an increased
mesh resolution. The chosen numerical scheme proved to be robust and converged to a
steady solution in a reasonable time, independent of the mesh density and NTU values.
The advantages of the implemented method are its implementation efficiency and its
general applicability.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. One-Module SPHE

The variation in the SPHE effectiveness, as predicted by the present model, on NTU
was compared to results published for other studies, as shown in Figure 4. The SPHE
geometry used in the work of Strenger et al. [9], with Nt = 8.75, was used for comparison.
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Figure 4. Prediction of the effectiveness parameter for a one-module (1M) SPHE in comparison to
results from the literature.

The presented effectiveness variation was in good agreement (a difference less
than 0.6%) with results obtained by the model of Bes and Roetzel [5] across the whole
range of NTU values studied. There was visibly lower effectiveness observed in this
investigation compared to the study of Strenger et al. [9], probably due to a difference
in the geometry configuration.

It should be noted that there was a difference in π in the angular offset of the stream
inlets and outlets in the two geometries. However, a noticeable shift in both the optimal
NTU value and the maximal effectiveness was evident by comparison to the model of
Burmeister [12].

The maximal value of effectiveness, as well as the optimal NTU value, were predicted
very closely in the present investigation and using the model of Bes, Roetzel [5]. There
was, however, change in the slope of the effectiveness curve between the two models in the
upper range of the studied NTU. There was another local minimum in the NTU − ε curve,
especially for small numbers of Nt. It is inferred that the effectiveness curve asymptotically
approaches a value of 1 at increased NTU values, as is obvious for smaller Nt values in
Figure 5. The model shows that a two-module SPHE with Nt = 2.375 shifts the maximum
effectiveness, as well as the NTUo, to a higher level compared to a one-module SPHE with
Nt = 3.625, having the same total area.

This behavior was due to the increasing effect of the purely counterflow heat exchange
manifest in the central core and the periphery of the SPHE model investigated. The same
explanation for the behavior was assumed by Burmeister [12].

The present model was able to represent the features for maximal effectiveness for
finite, optimal values of NTU, characteristic of plate-type heat exchangers, including
SPHEs. These features have been overlooked by SPHE designers for a long time, with
Strenger et al. [9] being among the first researchers to notice them. However, a correlation-
based model proposed by Chowdhury et al. [15] and Martin [16] was not able to capture
the behavior. The effectiveness parameter continuously increased with increasing NTU in
their model.
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Figure 5. Effect of Nt on predicted effectiveness parameter for one- and two-module SPHEs. 2M,
Nt = 2.375 is equivalent to 1M, Nt = 3.625.

The maximal effectiveness of an SPHE is linked to the relative temperature level of
the cold stream and the temperature in the two hot streams surrounding the cold stream.
The temperature variation for the proposed model with positions along the channel are
given by the turn number, as presented in Figure 6 for three values of NTU. The predicted
variation was in agreement with the explanation provided by Strenger et al. [9].
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Figure 6. Predicted temperature profile in one-module SPHE with geometry from Strenger et al. [9].
(a) Low NTU. (b) Optimal NTU. (c) High NTU.

3.2. Two Module SPHE

The proposed model was applied to a two-module SPHE configuration, as shown
in Figure 1b, with an equivalent total heat transfer area to that of Strenger et al. [9]. The
computed effectiveness parameter variation was compared to a one-module and ideal
counter-flow heat exchanger, as shown in Figure 7.
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The present model predicted increased effectiveness of a two-module SPHE compared
to a one-module SPHE across the whole NTU range. The results for a two-module SPHE
indicated an increase in the maximal effectiveness of 2.9%. The optimal NTU value for
a two-module SPHE is shifted to NTUo,2M = 26.5 in comparison to an equivalent to a
one-module SPHE NTUo,1M = 18.5.

The predicted individual effectiveness parameter of a one-spiral module is in agree-
ment with the prediction based on the Bes and Roetzel [5] model and the relation between
the total and individual effectiveness parameters given by Equation (6).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the predicted effectiveness parameter for one- and two-module SPHE. 2M,
Nt = 5.6 is equivalent to 1M, Nt = 8.75 SPHE.

The variation in the cold stream temperature and the temperature in the inner and
outer neighboring hot streams is shown in Figure 8 for the three distinctive NTU values.
There was a temperature cross between the cold stream and its inner hot stream in the first
SPHE module, as shown in Figure 8b. The temperature cross of the same cold stream was
predicted with its outer hot stream in the second SPHE module.
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Figure 8. Predicted temperature profile in two-module SPHE with equivalent geometry to
Strenger et al. [9]. (a) Low NTU. (b) Optimal NTU. (c) High NTU.
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4. Conclusions

The predicted SPHE performance parameters for the proposed model agreed well
with the theoretical model, as well as with numerical predictions from previous studies.
The model was able to predict the features of local maximal effectiveness, which are
characteristic of SPHEs.

The model was extended and applied to a two-module SPHE and predicted superior
performance compared to a one-module SPHE with the same total heat transfer area. The
maximal effectiveness level was predicted to be higher by 2.9% compared to the equivalent
one-module SPHE. The increased relative portion of the heat exchanger area, experiencing
pure counterflow heat transfer at the central core and mainly on the periphery of the SPHE,
was responsible for the improved performance.

The prediction showed decreased optimal values of NTU with decreased number of
turns for both one- and two-module SPHEs. There was a predicted exchange between
the temperature levels in the cold and hot streams for the first and second modules of the
two-module SPHE.

The improved effectiveness parameters of the two-module SPHE could further en-
hance the compactness of the SPHE.
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